Xn recent years the nature and the role of a morphological component in NLP systems has attracted a lot of attention.
The two-level model of Koskenniemi which relates graphemlc to morphological structure has been succesfully implemented in the form of finite state automata.
Xn
EUROTRA a solution which combines morphological and surface syntactic processing in one CFG implemented in a unification grammar framework has been tried out. This article contrasts these two approaches considering especially the feasibility of building morphologlcal modules for a big multilingual MT system in a decentralised R & V project.
O. INTRODUCTION
The development of sophisticated NLP applications has created a need for specific processing in order to be able to cope with large vocabularies without creating monstruous dictionaries.
Earlier approaches often avoided morphology more or less by listing full wordforms in the dictionary or by simply segmenting some inflectional endings with a few general rules.
Much recent work is based on the Two-level Model (Koskenniemi, 1983) and relates directly or indirectly to the original implementation of this model in the form of finite state transducers (FST). The original notation and implementation have been further developed and refined (cf. e.g. Black, 1986 and Bear, 1986) in order to improve compilation and runtime, debugging and rule-writing facilities.
Still some problems persist and others have not been touched yet. This paper presents an alternative, but not contradictory, solution which has to some extent been tried out in the EUROTRA Machine Translation Project and argues that the two-level approach may not be entirely viable in a decentralised R&D project which aims at ~he creation of a big multilingual HT system.
I. THE TWO-LEVEL MODEL
The original presentation of the model (Koskenniemi, 1983) shows that it is possible to treat the inflectional morphology (including spelling rules) of a highly inflected language like Finnish by establishing correspondences between a surface alphabet and a lexical alphabet (the two levels) and using a lexicon to determine which combinations of characters and morphemes are legal. Moreover, this is done by means of declarative rules, thereby avoiding the procedural problems of generative phonology, and the algorithm used is language independent. Together with the fact that the model may bc used for synthesis as well as for analysis this is a strong argument in favour of employing a two-level approach to morphology.
Later work points to some important shortcomings of the original implementation of the model in the loom of FST's (Black, 1986) . Especially compilation and runtime requirements and debugging are seen to pose severe problems. In Black's words:"Debugging automata is reminiscent of debugging assembly language progranuuing in hex". Considering that the (linguistic) user is interested in the rules rather than in the low-level implementation of them, Black et al. have proceeded to develop high-level notations in the form of rules which are interpreted directly, instead of being compiled into FST's. Nonetheless, they entirely respect the two-level approach in their notation. Their rules still establish correspondences between, on one side, elements of a lexical alphabet (the characters of the natural language alphabet plus the empty character (if), the morpheme boundary (+), and archiphonemes (noted as capital letters)) and, on the other side, the elements of a surface alphabet (the characters of the natural language plus the empty character), and they use a lexicon to determine which combinations of characters make up legal morphemes. Their work shows the relative independence of the rule formalism from its implementation -accepting the two-level model by no means forces one to accept FST's as an implementation vehicle -and it shows that the rules for combination of characters (spelling rules or morpho-graphemics) are best treated in isolation from the rules for combination of morphemes (morpho-syntax).
This latter approach has been further developed by Bear (Bear, 1986 and then start caring about the compatibility of these modules afterwards. Consequently, the EUROTRA base level which treats all kinds of characters (alpha-numeric, special, control etc.) and morphemes and words has been conceived as a part of the general EUROTRA framework and described in the same notation as the syntactic and semantic components. The name is placed outside the curly brackets, and only the value is given.
In

A constructor has the form
HEAD ARGUMENTS
where the n=name and fd=feature description.
In functional terms this represents a function (described by the head) over n arguments.
The t-rules relate the representation built by a generator to the atoms and constructors of the subsequent G, thereby making it possible for this G to build a new representation of the translation of the elements of the preceding one in a compositional way (cf. EUROTRA literature (2,3 and 4) in the reference list). the problem of whether the surface form of 'ability' is a b i 1 ~'i t y or a b i 1 ~ ~ i t y does not exist (cf. Black 1986, p. 16). The ensuing problems in relation to the treatment of allomorphy are exposed below.
Implementation
The EUROTRA Base Level has been implemented by means of a prototype version of the virtual machine implemented in PEOLOG with an Early-type parser.
This where ? is still the anonymous variable, '+' is the Kleene plus signifying one or more of the following argument and 'double carriage return' is assumed to be the character (or sequence) indicating termination of a paragraph in the text.
These abstract constructors will build a tree-structure representing the full input text from the characters via the words, the sentences, the paragraphs, the sections etc. to a top T(ext) node, of course with some overgeneration, e.g. some punctuation marks do not terminate a sentence, but the overgeneration will be filtered out by subsequent generators using morphological, syntactic and semantic information.
The generator following the first (text structure) level will normalise the characters by a many-to-one mapping of, e.g. variants of 'a', and all the basic words of the system component (e.g. the English analysis component), i.e. the major part of the monolingual dictionary, will be present in this generator in the form of constructors (cf. the 'for' constructor mentioned above). This will cause some overgeneration as illustrated above with the example 'Mississippi' but an abstract wordform constructor which is connected by a t-rule to the representations built by the abstract wordform constructor of the previous (text structure) level will filter out spurious results:
(wordform) ~ +(?, [class = basic_word~)~ Given that 'mi', 'i' and 'ippi' are not all basic words of English, no interpretation of the 's' as plural or third person singular markers will be allowed, because each wordform has to cover exactly one sequence of basic words exhaustively without overlapping.
Assuming that 'Mississippi' is a basic word of English present in the dictionary (as a constructor of this level), the sequence of normalised characters 'mississippi' will receive at least one legal interpretation which is then translated into the subsequent (morpho-syntactlc) level by a t-rule.
The treatment of allomorphic variation in this approach will rely on alternating arguments in the basic word constructors.
In order to cover the alternation y -ie found in, e.g., city --~ cities ' we shall have to use a basic word constructor of the following form:
(city, ~ ~) ~c, i, t, (i;y)] where ';' is the alternation operator. This constructor will unify with any of the two sequences 'citi' and 'city', and if we create two basic word constructors over the plural ending of nouns (covering at the same time the third person singular of the present tense of verbs), i.e. (s) and (es), e.g.
we may cover the wordform 'cities' by (citi) and (es). A definite advantage of using this approach is that it covers allomorphic variation inside the root form like in German plural of nouns:
Mann --> M~nner
by (mann,{ ~)Ira, (a, ~), n, nJ
The only way of covering this phenomenon in the two-level approach seems to be by entering both 'Mann' and 'M~nn' into the dictionary as possible roots.
The generator following the level where basic word identification takes place contains, as its atoms, the basic words translated by t-rules from iX, ~class = basic word, type = lex, --inflectional_~lass = reg_verb_er~) (er,{class = basic word, type = inflection, inflectional class = reg_verb_er, ~) inflectional_paradigm = inf_cond_fut~ J
